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Paper Order Key Question

1 C

"Supporting Document 6: Success Measures" is used in which leadership function for talent development 

professionals? Choose ONE .

2 C Which supporting document  BEST  supports a performance management strategy? Chose ONE.

3 B, E, F

Which evaluation instruments will be  MOST  appropriate to use for the Developing Future Executive Leaders 

program in assessing the developmental progress of candidates?  Choose THREE.

4 A Which supporting document outlines the strategy to implement the vision? Chose ONE.

5 A, C, G

Successful completion of the Associate Director of Organizational Development responsibilities will include which 

of the following actions? Choose  THREE .

6 A, D, E

In which ways does the Developing Future Executive Leaders program constitute an integrated approach to talent 

development? Choose   THREE.

7 C

Which element of the curriculum platform  MOST  clearly demonstrates the value of learning to Brookstream 

Health's corporate strategy? Choose ONE.

8 A, D, F

Which of the following are key leadership communication best practices the Associate Director of Organizational 

Development will need to model? Choose THREE.

9 A, B, D

Which curriculum platform elements of the Developing Future Executive Leaders program represent the 70 of the 

70/20/10 model? Choose THREE.

10 B

Which document shows the talent development professional converting the strategy into an action plan? Choose 

ONE.

11 C Which additional supporting document should be included to support the program plan? Choose ONE.

12 A, B, D

Which of the following are key aspects to ensure consistency and follow-through in the Developing Future 

Executive Leaders program? Choose THREE.

13 B Why is the  Developing Future Executive Leaders program important at Brookstream Health? Choose ONE.

14 A

Which of the following is a key partner for the Associate Director of Organizational Development in the 

implementation of the Developing Future Executive Leaders program? Choose ONE.

15 C

Brookstream Health uses "Supporting Document 5: Readiness Milestone Chart" as a method of identifying timing 

expectations for which of the following? Choose ONE.

16 B

Which learning technology system may be  MOST  beneficial throughout Brookstream Health, given the nature of 

the Developing Future Executive Leaders program? Choose ONE.

17 A, D, E

The Associate Director of Organizational Development and the project team  MUST  ensure that which ethical, 

legal, and regulatory requirements are met in the Developing Future Executive Leaders program? Choose THREE.

18 B

Which purpose is  BEST  served by using graphs to express the results of Vivid Telecom's training project? Choose 

ONE.
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19 B, C, F

In addition to looking at the pre- and post-assessments regarding the training, which of the following are  MOST  

applicable in evaluating the business impact of the project? Choose THREE.

20 A, B, D

Which of the following are essential issues the talent development professional should consider before agreeing to 

start the leadership development sessions two months earlier than planned? Choose THREE.

21 A

In responding to the executive sponsor, the talent development professional needs to balance which set of factors 

to accommodate the proposed schedule change? Choose ONE.

22 A

In which phase of “Supporting Document 2: Project Plan” does the talent development professional select the 

individuals to organize and control the project? Choose ONE.

23 A

In adjusting the training budget to support the shortened timeline, which broad criteria are  MOST  likely to be 

considered when reviewing potential suppliers of training?   Choose ONE.

24 A, C, E Budget and status reports specific to this project should include which of the following?   Choose THREE.

25 A

For which reason is it  MOST  important that the talent development professional collaborate with the steering 

committee, executive team, general managers, and business units? Choose ONE.

26 A, B, D

 Which factors likely influenced the before and after summary results suggesting culture-related behavior was 

improved?  Choose THREE.

27 A

How does the talent development professional at Vivid Telecom  BEST  ensure the culture change project considers 

the big-picture perspective of the state of the business? Choose ONE.

28 C, D, F

How should the talent development professional  BEST  handle the shortened timeline during this project 

implementation? Choose THREE.

29 B Which consideration was  MOST  important in Vivid Telecom's decision to use a vendor? Choose ONE.

30 A

Once the executive team determined the measurable business outcomes, the talent development 

professional completed which strategy? Choose ONE.

31 C, D, E

Which statements might the talent development professional make after evaluating the before and after summary 

result? Choose THREE.

32 C, E

As the talent development professional prepares to communicate the 360-degree assessment before and after 

results to senior leadership, which key questions are  MOST  important to ask while planning the data analysis?   

Choose TWO.

33 C

Which step in the project plan  MOST  directly supports the process of developing, motivating, deploying, and 

aligning employees to affect business performance? Choose ONE.

34 A

Which of the following  BEST  describes how Vivid Telecom's leadership training program supports the 

organization's vision? Choose ONE.

35 A, B, E

When evaluating the technology resources needed to keep this project on schedule and within budget, which of 

the following did the talent development professional need to most closely consider? Choose THREE.


